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Objectives
The key objectives for this session include:

Defining a Tackle Contest.

Technical application of the specific roles within the Tackle Contest

Understanding the Tactical implications to Tackle Contest strategy

Effective training to improve Tackle Contest performance

Evaluation of Tackle Contest effectiveness



Definition
How do we define a Tackle Contest?

A Tackle Contest, or breakdown is the 
element of play that commences with a 
ball carrier being tackled and arriving 
players from both teams taking action to 
contest/retain possession. 

This generally results in the creation of a 
Ruck, however not always. If the actions 
of one team are so superior, then the 
retention or turnover can occur without 
the formation of a Ruck.

NB: While not specifically covered in this presentation, it’s worth noting that the 
effectiveness of the ‘ball carry’, or ‘tackle’ can and will have a major impact on 
the success, or failure of the Tackle Contest.



Technical Roles
Attack Support Roles

BULLET: First arriving player
    - The objective of ‘Bullet’ is to deny the opposition the 
      opportunity to contest possession. 
    - This is done by arriving at the collision before the tackle is 
      complete. 
    - Roles include 1. Latch early, or 2. Target space directly above 
      the ball (40cm) and take any threats away.

BALL: Second arriving player
    - The objective of ‘Ball’ is to follow the Bullet into the tackle 
      zone, at the same low working height, and take the space 
      above the ball. 
    - Its imperative that the ‘Ball’ supporter has eyes up and pro-
      actively moves forward to attack and further arriving opposition 
      players. 
    - If no further opposition players arrive, the ‘Ball’ holds in a 
      strong position over the ball.

It’s important that through when a clean-out occurs, defenders are 
‘Trapped’ (held) and not released back into the defence line.

ATTACK CLIPS



Technical Roles
Defensive Support Roles
    
The first arriving defensive player (could be the tackler reloading) makes the decision to 
either contest the ball (jackal), take space over/beyond the ball (soldier) or reload into the 
defensive line.

JACKAL: Attacks the ball with intent to pilfer.
    - The technical role of the ‘Jackal’ requires SPEED into the space above the ball, 
      STABILITY to withstand the cleanup, and an INTENT to lift the ball. 
    - If a player is attempting a Jackal, 2nd arriving player could look to LOCK/PLUG them in 
      to add strength and stability.

SOLDIER: Attacks the space above and beyond the ball.
    - The technical role of the ‘Soldier’ requires a working HEIGHT below that of the arriving 
      attackers, PHYSICALITY to dominate the space above/beyond the ball, and STABILITY 
      to stay on your feet to avoid being penalised. 

RELOAD: Moves quickly into the defensive line were required.
    - The technical role of the ‘Reloader’ requires speed to move into the defensive line, and 
      communication to provide clarity to those around. The specific defence repositioning 
      roles will be based on the defensive system being used.

DEFENCE CLIPS



TACTICAL OPTIONS

Developing a tactical plan for the Tackle Contest.
    
Things to consider when implementing a tactical 
strategy for the Tackle Contest:

Numbers - Ball Carrier / Tackler + 1-2-3                   
(phase number relevance???)

Primary - Inside/Outside

Attack (pod #’s) / Defence System (high/soft)

Channels - Mid-field, edge etc.

Zones - Dzone, B/Czone, Azone

TACTICAL CLIPS



Training
Developing a training plan to master the Tackle Contest.
    

Training the following components will provide the foundation to master the skills 
required to implement an effective Tackle Contest strategy. 

Develop the physical capacity to implement the skills required i.e. flexibility, 
strength, speed, core stability etc.

Develop the technical skills required i.e. latch, bullet, jackal, soldier etc. 

Aquire the knowledge and develop the capacity to recognise the situational 
demands - vision and decision-making.

Practice under game conditions - inclusive of a variety of scenarios 
(unpredictable), game speed/intensity, and at times full contact.



Evaluation

How do we evaluate the success of the Tackle Contest?
    
This can be done based on both the individual actions (process), and the 
results (outcomes). For example.

Process:

Arrival speed, angle, height, shape, decision-making etc. 

Outcome:

Ruck speed, phase count, numbers of players used per/ruck, penalties 
awarded/conceded, turnovers awarded/conceded etc.


